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Abstract Several factors can affect the density of mobile DNA in bacterial genomes including rates of exposure to novel gene pools, recombination, and reductive evolution. These traits are difficult to measure across a broad range of bacterial species, but the ecological niches occupied by an organism provide some indication of the relative magnitude of these forces. Here, by analyzing 384 bacterial genomes assigned to three ecological categories (obligate intracellular, facultative intracellular, and extracellular), we address two, related questions: How does the density of mobile DNA vary across the Bacteria? And is there a statistically supported relationship between ecological niche and mobile element gene density? We report three findings. First, the fraction of mobile element genes in bacterial genomes ranges from 0 to 21% and decreases significantly: facultative intracellular > extracellular > obligate intracellular bacteria. Results further show that the obligate intracellular bacteria that host switch have a higher mobile DNA gene density than the obligate intracellular bacteria that are vertically transmitted. Second, while bacteria from the three ecological niches differ in their average mobile DNA contents, the ranges of mobile DNA found in each category overlap a surprising extent, suggesting bacteria with different lifestyles can tolerate similar amounts of mobile DNA. Third, mobile DNA gene densities increase with genome size across the entire dataset, and the significance of this correlation is dependent on the obligate intracellular bacteria. Further, mobile DNA gene densities do not correlate with evolutionary relationships in a 16S rDNA phylogeny. These findings statistically support a compelling link between mobile element evolution and bacterial ecology.

Introduction

Any theory of bacterial genome evolution must account for the pervasive acquisition and erosion of genes. Most genome expansion occurs via the acquisition of genes from the environment or from other bacteria through horizontal gene transfer, while genome contraction is recognized to occur through the processes of pseudogenization and/or gene deletions. Some of the primary agents of horizontal gene transfer and deletions in bacterial genomes are mobile genetic elements including bacteriophages, transposons, and plasmids [1]. These elements, by definition, have the capacity to mobilize and transfer DNA from one portion of the genome to another or between bacterial cells and species.

Several forces can affect the accumulation and deletion of mobile genetic elements from bacterial genomes. First, rates of exposure to novel gene pools will determine whether a bacterium has an expanded or reduced opportunity to contact and acquire mobile elements [2, 3]. Second, many species of vertically transmitted bacteria generally experience a population bottleneck during transmission from mother to developing eggs. The size of the bottleneck affects population structure and can reduce effective population size relative to free-living bacteria [4].
Third, loss of recombination genes and repeats typify several genomes of obligate intracellular bacteria [3, 5–8], and the reliance of some mobile genetic elements on these features could alter their ability to invade or copy themselves in a genome. Fourth, periods of relaxed selection such as a sudden expansion of resources may be coupled with an accumulation of mobile elements [9, 10]. Quantitative analyses of mobile element densities across the Bacteria will therefore help illuminate the constraints and similarities of mobile element accumulation. The dramatic expansion in the number of bacterial genomes sequenced makes it especially timely for a quantitative assessment of new and existing predictions from previous studies [2, 3, 9, 11, 12]. Here we ask two questions about bacterial mobile elements.

**Question 1:** How does mobile DNA density vary across bacteria in different ecological roles? So far, our understanding of bacterial mobile elements is based principally on case studies of specific mobile elements, or comparative genomic datasets that represent a fraction of the currently available genomes. While these data highlight the overall reduction of mobile DNA in asexual obligate intracellular bacteria and the speed with which mobile DNA can be transferred from one species to another, it would be helpful to formally assess, by statistical comparisons, the patterns shaping the distribution of mobile DNA across many bacteria. These data would provide an important baseline for studying the mechanisms and relevance of mobile DNA.

**Question 2:** What are the evolutionary and ecological forces that shape variation in mobile element distributions in Bacteria? Below we explicitly test the prediction that variation in mobile element gene density (i.e., the fraction of mobile DNA genes over total gene number) broadly correlates with ecological range. This hypothesis is predicated on the assumptions that first, bacteria vary in their rates of exposure to new gene pools based on their capacity to replicate as facultatively intracellular, extracellular, and obligately intracellular organisms, and second, these ecological constraints should be a general indicator of effective population sizes and the relative magnitude of reductive evolution [13]. While some species will be exceptions to the expected trends, a general prediction is that facultative, intracellular bacteria will, on average, have the highest mobile element gene densities because they replicate both inside and outside host cells. This lifestyle exhibits the most promiscuity in niches to replicate in and generally will experience a greater exposure to novel gene pools. Facultatively intracellular bacteria that enter the intracellular environment may only represent a small fraction of the total population, but they could escape from host cells back into the free-living world and then seed the newly acquired mobile elements into the free-living population. As selfish genetic elements often encode their own gene drive system, even rare instances of mobile element exchange could lead to the rapid propagation of the mobile DNA throughout the bacterial population. Similarly, bacteria with only an extracellular replicative stage will have higher mobile DNA gene densities on average than species subject to obligate intracellularity (i.e., the requirement of a host cell for replication). The differences in mobile element content between facultative and extracellular bacteria, to our knowledge, have never been evaluated. Finally, the “intracellular arena hypothesis” posits that obligate intracellular bacteria that transmit horizontally will more readily exchange genetic material [2, 14]. Thus, we test whether obligate intracellular species that host switch have more mobile DNA than those that do not and discuss explanations for the observation. Here we explore these predictions and others by statistically comparing the mobile element densities of 384 bacterial genomes against their phylogenetic relationships, genome sizes, and ecology.

**Results**

Several hundred bacterial genomes are now in the J. Craig Venter Institute’s Comprehensive Microbial Resource (JCVI CMR) [15]. The JCVI CMR provides a unified framework for annotation by demarcating genes into role categories (e.g., phage, plasmid, and transposon) using sequence alignments, predictive homology tools, and similarities to curated hidden markov models (HMMs). Integrons and integrative conjugative elements are also included and annotated as transposons and plasmids, respectively. We note appropriate caution that mobile element gene functions are based principally on sequence annotations and are not experimentally proven in many of the specific genomes. For the purposes of our analysis, the total number of genes in each role category is divided by the total number of genes in the genome for each organism, yielding a normalized fraction.

Using the entire dataset from JCVI CMR release 22.0, we assigned 270 taxa as extracellular, 74 taxa as facultative intracellular, and 40 taxa as obligate intracellular (Fig. 1). The average genome sizes of bacteria within each lifestyle grouping were found to differ predictably (Kruskal–Wallis, $\chi^2 = 91.31, df = 2, P < 0.001$). The obligate intracellular bacteria (genome size ± SD = 1134 ± 520 kb) had unexpectedly smaller genomes than either facultatively intracellular (4022 ± 1897 kb) or extracellular bacteria (3440 ± 1486 kb) (Mann–Whitney U test, $P < 0.001$ for both). Further, facultatively intracellular species have significantly larger genomes than the extracellular species (MWU, $P = 0.021$). The AT content for these groups of
bacteria was also different: the obligately intracellular bacteria ($\% G + C \pm SD = 34.67 \pm 8.18$) had lower GC content than either facultatively intracellular ($51.08 \pm 13.54$) or extracellular bacteria ($47.95 \pm 12.84$) (MWU, $P < 0.001$ for both).

Is Mobile DNA Gene Density Independent of Phylogenetic Relationships?

Lifestyle, mobile element gene density, and bacterial taxonomy were color coded onto the 16S rDNA phylogeny of all the species used in this study, illustrating a broad phylogenetic sampling (Fig. 2). First, we tested the null hypothesis that phylogeny is an independent variable to mobile element gene densities. We used the descriptive statistic, $K$, in a computer program written by Liam Revell, 2006 [16, 17]. The phylogeny-based statistical method fits continuous, phenotypic characters to a tree topology and compares the fit to a model in which the characters are randomly assigned throughout the tree. If the output statistic $K$ is greater than one, then close relatives are more similar in the phenotypic character than expected by chance; if $K$ is less than one, then relatives do not resemble each other. In our dataset, bacteria related by 16S rRNA gene phylogenies did not harbor a similar fraction of mobile DNA genes ($K = 0.0024$). Therefore, phylogenetic signal is not influencing our comparisons of mobile element densities. This conclusion is intuitive as mobile elements are well known to comprise a significant portion of the strain level differences found within species [18–21] and can transfer unrestrained across divergent taxa [22–24]. Regardless, we took extra cautionary measures to account for pseudoreplication bias in our analyses. We repeated each statistical analysis on ten randomly generated datasets comprising only one genomic representative per species each ($N = 268$ genomes). The single-species cumulative results are presented as the fraction ($X/10$) of those replicates that were consistent with the statistical inference based on the complete dataset, with a $P$-value cutoff of 0.05. In most cases, the results mirrored those of the complete dataset, as illustrated further below.

How Does Mobile DNA Gene Density Change with Genome Size?

Genome sizes vary more than an order of magnitude (545–9358 total genes), and this variation correlates with the range of the ecological niche: Obligate intracellular bacteria (mean $\pm$ SD: 1132 $\pm$ 519 genes) have smaller genomes than extracellular bacteria (3464 $\pm$ 1481 genes) (MWU, two-tailed test, $P < 0.0001$), which have smaller genomes than facultative, intracellular bacteria (4022 $\pm$ 1896 genes) (MWU, two-tailed test, $P = 0.014$). Based on a non-parametric regression analysis, the density of mobile DNA genes per genome significantly increases with gene number ($P < 0.001$, $\rho = 0.22$; reduced datasets 10/10), and the significance of this correlation is anchored by the strong correlation within the obligate intracellular bacteria ($P < 0.001$, $\rho = 0.51$; reduced datasets 10/10). Conversely, there is no correlation for total mobile DNA and gene number within the facultative intracellular ($P = 0.09$; reduced datasets 10/10), the extracellular bacteria alone ($P = 0.36$; reduced datasets 10/10), or when facultatives and extracellulars are pooled together ($P = 0.08$). The positive correlation between mobile DNA and genome size when all three categories are analyzed is also highly significant for bacteriophages ($P = 0.003$, $\rho = 0.15$), transposons ($P < 0.001$, $\rho = 0.3$), and plasmids ($P < 0.001$, $\rho = 0.21$), respectively.

As a negative control to demonstrate that different, functional role categories elicit different correlations with genome
size, we analyzed two other JCVI CMR role categories: cellular processes and DNA metabolism. Genes in these categories are generally subject to purifying selection and because they tend to be functionally conserved, we expect them to be proportionally overrepresented in small, reduced genomes. As expected, findings reveal a strong, inverse correlation with genome size ($P < 0.0001$, $\rho = -0.46$ and $-0.76$).

**Do Constraints in Ecological Lifestyle Vary with Mobile DNA Gene Density?**

Variation in the range of mobile DNA content may reflect an intrinsic capacity for each bacterial genome to tolerate a certain density of mobile elements. For instance, there is little mobile DNA in the genomes of obligate symbionts of insects that are vertically transmitted [25–29]; yet, recent genome sequences suggest there can be high fractions of mobile DNA and lateral transfer in some intracellular symbiont lineages [30–33].

The total variation in genes dedicated to mobile DNA functions across the Bacteria ranges between 0 and 21%. Although genome size is nearly four-fold smaller in obligate species, the range in the mobile element gene density overlaps between all three ecological lifestyles (extracellular, facultative intracellular, and obligatory intracellular). As illustrated by a frequency histogram, the facultative, intracellular bacteria have a similarly broad range of mobile elements, ranging between 0 and 14% of
the genes in the genome (Fig. 3a). The bacteria forming obligate intracellular relationships with eukaryotes also exhibited a broad range of mobile element genes, 0–12%. Interestingly, extracellular, environmental taxa had the narrowest range of mobile DNA content. With the exception of Xanthomonas oryzae KACC10331, which dedicates 21% of its genome to mobile DNA genes, these species had less than 8% mobile DNA genes in their genomes (Fig. 3a). The ranges of specific mobile element types reveal similar patterns (Fig. 3b–d). In sum, the three bacterial lifestyles have the genetic capacity to tolerate high fractions of mobile DNA. However, as we demonstrate below, there are general trends not reflected in the ranges of the three ecological categories that lead to significant differences in the distribution of mobile DNA contents.

There is a strong effect of ecological lifestyle on total mobile DNA gene content (Kruskal–Wallis, $\chi^2 = 28.2$, df = 2, $P < 0.001$; reduced datasets 9/10). Mean mobile DNA gene densities decrease from a broad to narrow ecological range: facultative > extracellular > obligate (Fig. 4). The facultative intracellular organisms had significantly higher mobile DNA gene densities in their genomes compared to both extracellular (MWU, $P = 0.003$; reduced dataset 9/10) and obligate intracellular organisms (MWU, $P < 0.001$; reduced dataset 10/10). The obligate intracellular bacteria in turn had lower mobile element gene densities than that of the extracellular bacteria (MWU, $P < 0.001$; reduced dataset 10/10). These results statistically confirm with the largest dataset to date that genomic compositions of mobile DNA vary with constraints in bacterial ecology.

Fig. 3 Frequency histogram of mobile DNA content. The percentage of mobile DNA genes per genome is binned in intervals of 2% against the frequency of bacterial genomes having that percentage of mobile DNA genes. Bacterial lifestyles are plotted separately.

Fig. 4 Mobile DNA contents and ecological range. The average normalized percentage of mobile gene content ± standard error for genomes across all three lifestyles (facultative intracellular, extracellular, or obligate intracellular). Total content is first displayed, followed by transposons, bacteriophages, and plasmids.

Does Mobile DNA Content Vary with Bacterial Transmission Mode?

Obligately intracellular bacteria that are strictly, vertically transmitted harbor few to no mobile elements in their genomes due to host restriction and reductive evolution [2, 3, 9], but the comparison to obligate intracellular species that are horizontally transmitted has not been scrutinized.
Despite their highly reduced genomes, obligate intracellular bacteria that host switch could have a greater propensity for experiencing diverse gene pools because they can move between different hosts, often have the genetic repertoire to facilitate recombination of mobile elements, and tend not to be sequestered in bacteriocytes.

Therefore, we have posited that eukaryotic cells may act as arenas for mobile DNA exchange between co-infections of horizontally transferred intracellular bacteria \([2, 14]\). This “intracellular arena hypothesis” predicts that obligate intracellular bacteria that host switch, and come into contact with other bacteria during infection, will have more mobile DNA genes, on average, than those that are strictly sequestered in one host lineage. For instance, Wolbachia \(wBm\) is a vertically transmitted mutualist of filarial nematodes and has only 3% of its genes dedicated to mobile DNA \([34]\). Conversely, the related Wolbachia \(wMel\) and \(wPip\) in arthropods are horizontally transmitted and have 11% and 21% of their genes dedicated to mobile DNA, respectively \([33, 35]\). Some vertically transmitted obligate intracellular bacteria can co-infect host cells with host-switching species. Thus, an alternative explanation for why the former taxa have little to no mobile DNA is that they often have extremely reduced genomes that may be beyond the stable uptake of mobile elements. For instance, they could either lack the genetic machinery to incorporate new DNA or die once a mobile element invades the cell or genome.

To examine if variation in host range among the obligate intracellular bacteria globally associates with mobile DNA gene density, we tested whether the mobile DNA density of the horizontally transmitted species is greater than that of the vertically transmitted species. We report that while 5/8 genomes from the vertically transmitted organisms completely lack mobile DNA, only 1/32 (i.e., Candidatus Ruthia magnifica) genomes from the horizontally transmitted species lacked mobile DNA (Fisher’s exact test, \(P = 0.0005\)). Further, host-switching species have twice the average amount of mobile DNA genes than vertically transmitted ones (Fig. 5a, MWU, \(P = 0.027\); reduced dataset 5/10). The variation in the reduced datasets appears to be influenced by the inclusion or exclusion of Wolbachia \(wMel\), which has a high mobile DNA content that is typical of other, recent Wolbachia genomes not included in this dataset \([30, 36]\). The horizontally transmitted species also have larger genome sizes (Fig. 5b, MWU, \(P < 0.001\)) and higher GC contents (Fig. 5b, MWU, \(P = 0.005\)). Two significant outliers in this analysis are worth discussing. They include Wigglesworthia glossinidia brevipalpis, an obligately intracellular, vertically transmitted symbiont with a large phage load (>3%) and Ruthia magnifica, an obligately intracellular, horizontally transmitted symbiont with no encoded mobile elements. Wigglesworthia are estimated to have begun their association with its tsetse fly host relatively recently \([37]\), perhaps suggesting that population genetic processes have not had time to decrease their phage content. For the symbiont Ruthia, there is some debate as to the extent this bacteria is horizontally transmitted. It was for many years considered a strictly vertically transmitted symbiont but only recently has been suggested to experience horizontal transmission on rare occasions \([38]\). Therefore, although Ruthia may experience horizontal transmission, the vast majority of the time it is vertically transmitted, limiting the persistence of mobile elements in this lineage.

Fig. 5 Mobile DNA gene content, G+C content, and genome size correlates with transmission strategy. a Mean mobile DNA content ± standard error is shown as a percentage of the total number of genes in a genome for obligatory intracellular bacteria with different transmission strategies. b Mean G + C content ± standard error (left) and mean gene number per genome ± standard error (right) for horizontally and vertically transmitted obligatory intracellular bacteria

Horizontal transmission can allow obligatory intracellular taxa to escape reductive evolution by creating opportunities for genetic exchange with other bacteria. Many intracellular bacteria co-infect eukaryotic hosts, including Wolbachia co-infection with other Wolbachia \([39-41]\) and insect symbionts \([42-45]\), Rickettsia co-infections with other Rickettsia \([46]\) and Ehrlichia \([47]\), and Phytoplasma co-infections with each other \([48]\).
Mobile Element Types

Transposons account for 66% of the total number of mobile DNA genes across all genomes, vastly more than phage genes (29%) or plasmid genes (5%). In fact, transposons make up the major mobile element in 190/384 genomes. In order to determine whether lifestyle affects the distribution of individual types of mobile elements, we analyzed the data with regard to three specific mobile element types: bacteriophages, transposons, and plasmids.

There is no significant difference in bacteriophage DNA content between the genomes of extracellular and facultative intracellular bacteria (Fig. 4, MWU, P = 0.469). Obligatory intracellular bacterial genomes have a significantly smaller proportion of phage genes than extracellular bacterial genomes (Fig. 4, MWU, P < 0.001) but this finding is not replicated in the single-species datasets; only two out of ten datasets recapitulate the results from the full dataset. Examples exist of obligatory intracellular bacteria that harbor substantial phage gene pools [30, 32, 33, 49]. These phages can provide a source of novel genetic material for the bacterial symbiont and eukaryotic hosts.

Transposons are the most abundant type of mobile genetic element in 49% of the bacterial genomes. These pieces of DNA can excise or copy themselves from the resident chromosome to another site in the same chromosome or to an extrachromosomal element such as a plasmid or phage. Although these mobile elements might bring novel sequences into a bacterial lineage, their effects are presumed to be largely deleterious [50]. The variation in transposon content among the three lifestyles was found to be statistically significant (Kruskal–Wallis test, \( \chi^2 = 39.75, \text{df} = 2, P < 0.001; \) reduced datasets 10/10). Facultative intracellular bacteria have a greater proportion of transposable elements in their genomes than extracellular bacteria (Fig. 4, MWU, P = 0.001; reduced datasets 6/10), which in turn had a significantly greater fraction of transposons than the obligatory intracellular bacteria (Fig. 4, MWU, P < 0.001; reduced datasets 10/10).

Finally, DNA can be mobilized between bacterial cells via a transferable plasmid. The number of extrachromosomal plasmids harbored by bacteria varies according to lifestyle, with obligate intracellular bacteria having fewer plasmids (mean ± SD = 0.36 ± 0.72) than either facultative intracellular (0.80 ± 1.31) or extracellular bacteria (0.77 ± 1.73) (Fig. 4). Our analysis based on whole bacterial genomes also revealed that plasmid-related genes in bacterial genomes are not common and account for 5% of the mobile element genes. A Kruskal–Wallis test revealed significant variation among the three lifestyles (\( \chi^2 = 8.417, \text{df} = 2, P < 0.015; \) reduced datasets 6/10). While facultative intracellular and extracellular bacteria have similar plasmid-related gene contents, the obligate intracellular bacteria show reduced content (MWU, \( P < 0.001; \) reduced datasets 8/10).

In sum, the analysis of specific mobile elements densities shows: (i) transposons account for the majority of mobile DNA genes in nearly half of all the bacterial genomes and significantly vary between the three bacterial lifestyles, (ii) obligate intracellular bacteria have significantly lower mobile element gene densities compared to the other species, and (iii) the densities of those elements that frequently encode their own inter-cellular mobility, phages, and plasmids, do not significantly differ between facultative and extracellular bacteria.

Concluding Remarks

Our results show that variation in the fraction of mobile DNA genes per genome correlates with variation in bacterial ecology. Previous studies have observed a compelling link between ecology and specific mobile element types (e.g., repeats [3] and insertion sequences [9, 12]), but these studies were comprised of a fraction of the genomes now publicly available [2]. In this study, we observed statistically supported differences in total mobile DNA gene densities, as well in phage, transposon, and plasmid gene densities among the three ecological categories from 384 genomes. We also observed differences in mobile element contents between facultative intracellular and extracellular bacteria, and between horizontally transmitted and vertically transmitted obligate intracellular bacteria.

Several ecological and evolutionary processes that are not mutually exclusive could affect the fraction of mobile DNA in bacterial genomes. First, the frequency with which bacteria experience novel gene pools will determine whether the bacteria have an expanded or reduced opportunity to acquire new mobile elements [2]. Second, once the contact with mobile element gene pools is made, there could be genetic or physiological constraints for uptaking and accommodating the presence of a new element in the cell’s cytoplasm or genome. For example, loss of recombination genes and repeats typify some genomes of obligate intracellular bacteria [3, 5–8], and some mobile elements rely on these genetic factors to invade or copy themselves in a bacterial genome. Third, effective population sizes vary significantly between the obligate intracellular bacteria and non-obligate intracellular bacteria, which affects the frequency of population bottlenecks and efficacy of selection. For instance, if mobile DNAs are harmful, clonal species with low effective population sizes that avoid the proliferation of these elements are likely to also avoid extinction. Conversely, species with a larger effective population size, increased exposure to novel gene pools, and proclivity for recombination are expected to
harbor larger numbers of mobile genetic elements relative to clonal species. In support of these hypotheses, estimates of effective population size derived from genome-wide $K_s/K_a$ ratios for a subset of bacteria [13] were compared across the three ecological categories investigated here. An increased $K_a/K_s$ ratio across the genome can result from an increased level of slightly deleterious amino acid replacements due to genetic drift. The obligately intracellular bacteria were found to have significantly larger $K_a/K_s$ ratios than either the facultatively intracellular ($P = 0.013$, MWU) or extracellular bacteria ($P = 0.003$, MWU). However, the facultatively intracellular and the extracellular bacteria did not have significantly different $K_a/K_s$ ratios ($P = 0.541$, MWU). Also, $K_a/K_s$ ratios were found to exhibit a significant negative correlation with total mobile element load ($P = 0.033$; $ρ = −0.251$); species with smaller estimated population sizes were found to harbor fewer mobile elements, as predicted above.

The fraction of mobile DNA genes ranges in this analysis from 0 to 21% across the Bacterial domain, and this variation is independent of phylogeny, as would be expected for elements that evolve separately from the core genome. Mobile element gene distribution decreases from facultative > extracellular > obligate intracellular bacteria and is most polarized in the obligate intracellular taxa. Among the obligate, intracellular species, there are further differences. Few of the strictly vertically transmitted bacterial species contain any mobile element genes (3/8), while nearly all horizontally transmitted ones did harbor mobile DNA (31/32).

These findings demonstrate that even species confined to obligate intracellularity can experience variation in mobile gene content that can be correlated to variation in ecological traits. The obligate lifestyle is associated with genome reduction, a narrow ecological niche, dependence on host nutrients, and the pervasive effects of Muller’s ratchet. However, changes in ecology such as increased rates of horizontal transmission and recombination will counter the effects of a narrow niche and increase exposure to other bacteria that may promote mobile element acquisition. In addition, specialized bacteria that assist host fitness may have evolved beyond the stable uptake of mobile elements. For instance, Wolbachia endosymbionts depend on host cells for replication, and all major lineages have small genomes characteristic of obligate intracellular species. However, strain wBm is a vertically transmitted mutualist of filarial nematodes and has only 3% of its genes dedicated to mobile DNA [34]. Conversely, the related Wolbachia wMel and wPip in arthropods are horizontally transmitted and have 11% and 21% of their genes dedicated to mobile DNA, respectively [33, 35]. In addition, the horizontally transmitted Wolbachia harbor active mobile elements and show evidence of rampant chromosomal recombination and lateral gene transfer [14, 30, 51, 52]. It is noteworthy that Wolbachia are part of the 500 My old Rickettsiales clade of obligatory intracellular species and yet many of the specific mobile element genes are unique to this genus. Thus, these differences in mobile DNA gene densities exemplify how changes in ecological range in related, intracellular bacteria can predict genomic content differences.

Our analysis of the specific element types also revealed that while obligately intracellular bacteria had significantly fewer phage, plasmid, and transposon genes than the other ecological categories, the facultatively intracellular and extracellular bacteria only varied in their transposon content. One explanation for this difference is that the endogenous capacity of many phages and plasmids to encode their own recombination allows them to freely move between bacteria that have an extracellular, replicative stage. Alternatively, facultative intracellular bacteria that are subject to shifting environmental boundaries may require beneficial, mobile DNAs that can inactivate certain functional genes or expression phenotypes in different environments [53–55]. Further, deleterious insertion sequences may preferentially accumulate in the genomes of symbiotic bacteria at the onset of a host association [9] because the infection experiences a period of decreased selection owing to the new expanded set of resources of the host cell. All these reasons support the findings that facultative intracellular bacteria will have the highest mobile element densities, followed by extracellular and then the obligate intracellular bacteria.

Our study shows that comparisons of mobile element abundance between ecologically different groups can be used as a proxy to test the links between effective population size and mobile elements. In summary, the statistical patterns corroborate the association of mobile element density with bacterial ecology across a large dataset. Particularly through the use of genome sequencing, we have seen substantial progress in understanding how bacterial genomes evolve. Since Barbara McClintock’s ideas were presented 70 years ago, mobile elements have been recognized as central to the evolution of nearly all genomes. The comparative genomics data presented here has provided a quantitative framework for generalizations of the patterns or rules that shape mobile genetic elements in bacteria.

Materials and Methods

Genomic Data Acquisition and Handling

The role category content for all genomes was downloaded from the JCVI CMR release 22.0 [15]. For the genomes
assigned to different ecological categories, primary and automatic genome annotation were not significantly different from each other (i.e., the obligately intracellular category for both annotations: \( P = 0.969 \), MWU). All analyses are therefore based on primary annotation. Each role category bin of interest was summed, and these data were tabulated using perl scripts (written by I.L.G. Newton). The raw number of genes in each category was normalized by total gene number to give a percentage of mobile element genes (Supplementary Table 1). Statistical analyses (Kruskal–Wallis and Mann–Whitney \( U \) tests) were performed in SPSS.

Classification of Lifestyle and Transmission Strategy

Bacteria in this analysis included organisms from a broad phylogenetic swath—from Firmicutes to Gamma-proteobacteria (Fig. 1). These organisms were classified as extracellular, facultative intracellular, and obligatory intracellular based on searches in the primary literature, The Prokaryotes [56], and the web-based resource Island-Path [57] (Supplementary Table 1). Extracellular bacteria are those that have no documented intracellular component to their life cycle. Facultative intracellular bacteria are those that can replicate within host cells and outside host cells in an extracellular state. Obligate intracellular bacteria are those that have not yet been cultured outside of their host cells and depend on intracellular growth for their replication (e.g., Buchnera, Baumannia, and Chlamydia). We note a caveat to these ecological designations in that they depend on field-specific methodological advances. For example, intracellular bacteria for whom appropriate media has been developed will be classified as facultatively intracellular (e.g., Coxiella burnetii has recently been cultured in cell-free extract) while those for whom appropriate growth conditions have not been devised will remain classified as obligately intracellular.

Organisms with host-associated lifestyles (facultative or obligate) were also characterized with regard to their transmission strategy, based either on phylogenetic or experimental data. Traditionally, bacteria are thought of as occupying two distinct transmission strategies: vertical (bacteria are passed directly from mother to offspring) or horizontal (bacteria are passed from one individual or species to another, often via the environment). It must be emphasized, however, that these mechanisms are not distinct categories but instead represent endpoints in a range of transmission strategies. The parasite Wolbachia, for example, shows a mixed pattern of transmission among arthropods, with primarily vertical transmission within and horizontal transmission between host species. For the purposes of this analysis, we characterize any bacteria with at least some host switching as horizontally transmitted. As a result, bacteria were sorted into those species that are horizontally transmitted (encapsulating both host switching and environmental transmission) versus those that are strictly, vertically transmitted to the next generation.

Phylogeny

16S rRNA gene sequences for each organism in this analysis were downloaded from the ARB-SILVA rRNA database [58]. In this database, the 16S rRNA genes are pre-aligned based on secondary structure. The program RAxML [59] was used to infer a maximum likelihood phylogeny (GTR + \( \Gamma \)) for the full and reduced dataset taxa. The resulting trees combined with the descriptive and numeric characteristics described above were used as input to an implementation of the \( K \) statistic (written by Liam Revell [17]).
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